Stage1 Saloon
Tall in the Saddle
Rocky Rocklin buys a stage coach ticket to Julesburg. Then asks the clerk if it’s ok if
he rides up on top with the driver. The clerk says, “As long as it’s ok with Dave. Let
me tell you he’s a grumpy old cuss.” Rocklin replies, “I like grumpy old cusses.” I
plan on living long enough to be one myself.”
Round Count: 10R-10-P-4+SG

Shooting order: R-PP-SG

Staging 2P-5 each holstered R-10 rounds on table SG in right window.
Shooter starts at the table hands on hat brim. Indicate ready by saying the line,
“I like grumpy old cusses.”ATB engage rifle targets with a double tap alternate for
8 rounds from either direction then engage the KD targets. Repeat rifle
instructions with pistols. At the right window engage SG targets any order. KD left
standing can be made up on the stationary target with SG.
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Stage 2 Well
Rawhide
Gil Favor and his crew are celebrating another successful season in the Bella
Union Saloon, when a young gun fighter looking to further his reputation
challenges Rowdy, then draws. The young gun is no match for Rowdy. Mr. Favor
comes over to check him and finds him dead, picks up his gun, then says, “Will
you look at this? He has a silver rattle snake inlayed in the grips.” Then he hands
the gun to Rowdy and says, “You might as well have it; he doesn’t need it
anymore.”
Round Count: 10R plus 1 on your person -10-P-4+SG Shooting order: shooters
choice rifle not last.
Staging 2P-5 each holstered R-10 rounds on table SG on table.
Shooter starts at the table hands on the table. Indicate ready by saying the line,
“He doesn’t need it anymore.” ATB with rifle and pistols place 7 rounds on 3
targets any order. Engage SG targets any order.
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Stage 3 - Fort
Wyatt Earp
John Shannssey Introduces Wyatt to Doc. Doc says, “Wyatt Earp. I’ve heard that
name before. Don’t know where, but it wasn’t good.”
Round Count: 10R-10P-4+SG

Shooting Order: PP-R-SG

Staging: 2P- 5 each holstered; R 10 rounds on left table; SG on right table.
Shooter starts at the left table hands on pistols. Indicate ready by saying the line,
“It wasn’t good.” ATB, sweep the PR targets left to right with an 1892 sweep. EX
first pistol 1on1-4on2 - second pistol 4on2-1on3. Which is 1-4-4-1 on the first 3
targets. Rifle 8on3-2on4. Make rifle safe on either table. Move to right table;
shoot SG targets any order.
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Stage 4 Jail
Maverick
My old Pappy used to say, “The only thing better than money, is more money.
Round Count: 10P-10R-4+SG

Shooting Order: PP-R-SG

Staging: 2P-5 each holstered; R10 the target box; SG in right window or rack.
Shooter starts at target box, hands on pistols. Indicate ready by saying the line,
“More Money.” ATB, engage targets with a continuous 10 round Nevada sweep,
double tapping P2 each time. Sweep can be from either direction. EX: 1-22-3-221-22-3. Repeat pistol instructions with rifle. Make rifle safe on the target box or
right window. With SG, engage SG targets any order.
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Stage 5 - Boot Hill
Wyatt Earp
Doc asks Wyatt, “Have you ever been to Georgia? Georgia is very green. I fear I
will never see it again.”
Round Count: 10P-10R-4+SG

Shooting Order: PP-R-SG

Staging: 2P-5 each holstered; R10 rounds on table; SG on the mule.
Shooter starts at the table hands on pistols. Indicate ready by saying the line,
Georgia is very green. ATB engage pistol targets with a progressive sweep, from
either direction. EX: 1-2-3-4. Repeat pistol instructions with rifle. Make rife safe
on the table or mule. At the mule engage SG targets any order.
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Stage 6 Livery
Wyatt Earp
Doc’s opinion of Dave Rudabaugh: “Dave Rudabaugh is an ignorant scoundrel! I
disapprove of his very existence. I considered ending it myself on several
occasions but self-control got the better of me.”
Round Count: 10P-10R-4+SG

Shooting Order: Shooters Choice rifle not last.

Staging 2P-5 each holstered R-10 rounds on the table SG on the table.
Shooter starts at the table hands on gun to be shot first. Indicate ready by saying
the line. “Dave Rudabaugh is an ignorant scoundrel! ATB engage SG any order,
engage pistol and rifle targets 3-4-3 from either direction.
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